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English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: Then where do you bring this equipment from? Where do you import from, 
usually? 
 
Hussein: Equipment, well, most of these things are pretty specified in world markets. In 
most places, there is a trade group formed. For example, now, in present, most of the 
things come from China directly. Most of the other lower quality equipment comes from 
Dubai. And many other low quality equipment is produced in Pakistan and comes in from 
there. There are three commercial centers around Afghanistan. One is the Chinese market 
itself. The other is Dubai’s market, and the other is the very low quality market of China, 
sorry, Pakistan.  
 
Shaharzad: Okay.  
 
Hussein: There are these three qualities.  
 
Shaharzad: Usually, what kind of computers and software do people buy from you? 
 
Hussein: Well, with the software, because the incomes are so low in Afghanistan, no one 
but bigger organizations buy licenses annually. Smaller organizations, even foreign 
(international) ones, don’t buy the license for software. We see that the copyright is never 
respected. Maybe there is no way. Why? Because if somebody earns less then $300 per 
year, she has to pay $300, $360 for one Office license -- that too, only for one user. This 
is very costly for him. But well, they see that Chinese CDs, CDs that come from Iran, 
CDs that come from Pakistan, have the same quality and do the same work with 50 Afs 
(Afghanis which equal one dollar), 30 Afs and 40 Afghanis. In two years that I have 
spent (working) in this area, we worked in this area with many institutions and 
organizations, other then Asia Foundation, USAID, and one or two UN branches, most 
other organizations often use Iranian, Chinese and Pakistani CDs. They can’t even afford 



that. For example, if it has hundred users, and if they want to get hundred licenses, those 
hundred licenses are cancelled in six months, or one year. That adds up with all the other 
expenses.  
 
Shaharzad: Yes, you are right. It is too much trouble.  
 
Hussein: It is too much trouble. 
 
Shaharzad: Is it mostly laptop computers or…? 
 
Hussein: Maybe a few years ago, three, four years ago, once the information and 
technology entered Afghanistan and people were not aware of it, people insisted more on 
PCs. PCs had a fast trend. But now, the PC trend has slowed down. Why? Because 
something called electricity is non-existent in Afghanistan! 
 
Shaharzad: That is true. 
 
Hussein: This makes you content with two hours of laptop (battery) charge. In that two 
hours too, he has to use it with the best quality. If they can, they don’t even listen to 
songs. They can’t listen to music. Why, because if he needs it, then he can type a text or 
send pictures, or receive pictures, or do something else. He needs it. He needs that 
charge. For that reason, we see that the market for PCs is not good among ordinary 
people. Even in organizations. Because we see that even in big organizations, in 
ministries that have multi megawatt generators, there is scarcity of electricity. There is 
lots of electricity wavering. We see that number of PCs decrease day by day. And the 
number of laptops is growing.  
 
Shaharzad: Although it is more expensive.  
 
Hussein: It is more expensive. But, well, we see that lack of technology of electricity, 
something that is very easy, creates lots obstacles for a lot of work.  
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